
ICT Prim. 5 – First Term2

Summary1

LessonLesson 2
  Flash Memory: It transfers files and data between computers.

  External Hard Drive: Like HDD, but much faster.

  Ethernet Cable: It connects a computer or laptop to a router.

  Ethernet Port: It connects an ethernet cable. Ethernet is more stable and 
faster than Wi-Fi.

  Router: Is a device that connects a computer to the internet via ethernet 
or Wi-Fi.

  HDMI: It transmits audios and videos from/to devices.

❶ �Bit The smallest unit of data 0 or 1

❷  Byte
1 Byte  = 8 bits  

= 1 character
"Cat"  = 3 characters 

= 3 Bytes

❸  Kilobyte (KB) 1 KB = 1024 B

❹  Megabyte (MB) 1 MB = 1024 KB

❺  Gigabyte (GB) 1 GB = 1024 MB

❻  Terabyte (TB) 1 TB = 1024 GB

  Megabits per second (Mbps): Measures the speed of a network or the 
internet connection.

  The faster the speed, the better the internet connection.

  GigaHertz (GHz): Measures the number of cycles your CPU carries out 
per second.

  The higher the number of cycles, the faster the speed. 
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October Revision – 1 Summary

Problem Reason Solution

❶ �Trouble processing 
large files.
(Like a large PowerPoint 
presentation)

•  Not enough 
graphics storage

•  Shut down some 
programs.

❷  Not able to store files •  Not enough space •  Move old files to 
an external drive.

❸  A poor video-
conference connection

•  Slow wireless 
internet connection

•  Try an ethernet 
connection.

❹  The home internet 
connection is not 
working.

•  Connection 
interrupted

•  Use the ethernet or 
contact an (ISP). 

 (Internet Service Provider)

LessonLesson 3
  Networks: They are groups of people or things that are connected to each 
other for a common purpose.
  Local Area Network (LAN): It consists of a computer connected to another 
computer or device, such as a printer or router.
  Internet: It connects millions of computers from all around the world.

 •To connect a computer to the internet, we need a gateway, such as a router.
  Router: It connects your computer to an ISP to provide internet access.
  The ISP: Is a company that provides the internet service to the customers.
  World Wide Web (WWW): Is a part of the internet network, and is made 
up of web pages and sites that people can navigate.
  Intranet: It is private, and restricted to only those who are part of the 
business, school, or organization.
  Open Network: It is open and accessible to all, such as the web.
  Closed Network: It may have only computers linked by a cable to allow 
file sharing, such as a school's computer lab.
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  History of Communication Technology:
•  80s: They used phone lines to connect to the internet, this was slow but 

stable 
•  Late 80s: DSL allows phones and the internet to be used simultaneously.
•  90s: Emergence of the World Wide Web (WWW).
•  2000+: Wi-Fi and Hotspots (they both allow internet access anywhere 

from your smartphone).

LessonLesson 4
  We use closed networks to share private information.
  We use open networks to share public information.
  Internet of Things (IoT): Consists of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi.
  Bluetooth: Is a networking technology that connects wireless mobile devices 
over a short range to form a network to transmit data between different devices.
  You should ask your parents before going shopping online.
  Screen Readers: Help visually impaired people write research papers, do 
homework, and access files and documents on PCs.
  Braille Method: Helps blind people read and write.
  E-commerce: Is online shopping, where people can buy and sell products.

LessonLesson 5
  Follow this troubleshooting process to help with computer problems:
❶ �Identify the problem.
❷ �Plan different ways you might solve the problem with.
❸ �Go through your potential solutions.  
❹ �If you do not find a solution, you should ask your 

teacher or a member of your family for help.
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Problem Solution

❶ �The computer 
slows down when 
opening an app.

•  Shut down and restart it.
•  Check for software updates.
•  Delete unwanted apps.

❷ �The browser is 
running slow.

•  Check Wi-Fi signal.
•  Make sure apps are up to date on your device.

❸ �No internet 
connection

•  Use the software to troubleshoot your Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  Check that the router is connected.
•  Restart your router.
•  Try a new ethernet cable.
•  Contact the customer service of your ISP for help.

❹ �Slow to download •  Restart your computer and router.
•  Check the internet speed.

LessonLesson 6
  There are many ways to find information, such as QR codes, libraries, the 
internet, and TV.
  QR codes help us access the information easily and quickly by scanning 
the code with a camera phone. 
  Scanner: Saves images and documents on a computer for later use.
  Flash Memory: Stores and shares information and data.  
  How to get organized using ICT tools?
❶  Create the main folder: 

•  Press the right click >>> New >>> Folder
•  Then, type a name for the folder.

❷  Add sub-folders:
•  Open the main folder > press right click > select New > then select Folder.
•  Type a name for the folder.

  You can give a title to a folder by pressing right click then “Rename”.
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Choose the correct answer (Lesson 1):
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1- Fred Hiebert is an ……………….. and explorer in National Geographic.

a. artist b. doctor c. archaeologist

2- Hiebert doesn't use any ICT tools in his day-to-day life.

a. True b. False

3- ........................................ is a program used to write reports

a. MS Word b. MS Excel c. MS PowerPoint

4- ........................................ is a program used to create graphs

a. MS Word b. MS Excel c. MS PowerPoint

5- ........................................ is a program used to prepare presentations

MS Word b. MS Excel c. MS PowerPoint

6- Word is a program for spreadsheets.

a. True b. False

7- Printed letters and e-mails are used to communicate in a\an ………………. way.

a. Normal b. formal c:. informal

8- …………………….. is training someone on a subject you have a lot of experience in.

a. Communication b. Mentoring c. Studying

9- …………………… should be easy to present the information clearly.

a. Slides b. Tables c. documents

10- Hiebert prefers ……………………………….. to communicate with others.

a. virtual meetings b. face-to-face meetings c. TV programs

11- Hiebert holds ………………………………….. using platforms, like Zoom and WhatsApp.

a. virtual meetings b. face-to-face meetings  c. TV programs

12- Hiebert hold virtual meeting using ……………………..

a. word,excel b. e-mail,powerpoint c. zoom,whatsapp

13- virtual meeting may face some problems because of…………………………………….

a. Internet connection is disconnected b. time difference between countries

c. No computers or laptops

14- Time difference between countries is a great problem during ……………………

a. face-to-face meetings b. virtual meetings c. sending e-mails



Choose the correct answer (Lesson 2):

1- ………………… is used to transfer files and data between computers

a. HDMI b. CPU c. Flash memory

2- ………………… is the same as a hard disk drive, but it runs faster

a. External hard disk b. Flash memory c. Router

3- ……………….. is a device that connects a computer to the internet via Wi-Fi

a. Ethernet cable b. Router c. Ethernet port

4- …………………… is a cable that connects a computer or laptop to a router. 

a. External hard drive b. Ethernet cable c. Ethernet port

5- …………………… is a cable that transmits sound and image to and from devices.

a. Ethernet cable b. HDMI c. Router cable

6- Ethernet is better than Wi-Fi connection. 

a. True b. False

7- …………………….is the smallest unit of data on your computer.

a. Mbps b. byte c. bit

8- A……………….. measures the speed of a network or internet connection

a. Gigahertz b. Mbps c. byte

9- …………………… measures the number of cycles your CPU carries out

b. Mbps b. Gigahertz c. Gbps

10- The word “apple“ represents …………………….  it in a computer system

a. 5 bits b. 5 bytes c. 8 bits

11- Which problem would you use ethernet cable to solve?

a. Can’t store files. b. A poor video-conference connection

c. Trouble processing large files

12- Which one represents the correct arrangement of these measuring units of

a computer (from the biggest to the smallest) ?

a. Terabyte - Megabyte - Gigabyte

b. Byte - Kilobyte - Megabyte

c Megabyte - Kilobyte - Byte
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Choose the correct answer (Lesson 3):

1- …………………. connect computers together to share the important information

a. Computer accessories b. Computer networks c. Computer HW

2- …………………… consists of a computer connected to a printer or a router.

a. Internet b. Intranet c. LAN

3- Router is considered a …………………

a. famous browser b. antivirus c. gateway

4- ………………… is a network that connects computers from all around the world.

a. Internet b. Intranet c. LAN

5- ………………… is a device that connects your computer to an ISP.

a. Ethernet cable b. Router c. Ethernet port

6- …………………… is private and restricted to only those that are part of the business,

school. or organization .

a. Internet b. Intranet c. LAN

7- ………………………. is a part of the internet network. made up of web pages and sites .

a. Video chat b. Search engine c. World Wide Web

8- A school’s computer lab is an example for………………………..

a. closed network b. open network c. internet

9- A gateway is a gate used to connect a computer to the internet. 

a. True b. False

10- ………………………………  is available for free to all Egyptians registered on the site.

a. EKB b. Google Chrome c Wikipedia

11- ……………………………….. allows the phone and the internet to be used simultaneously.

a. Dial-up internet connection b. Digital subscriber line (DSL)

c World Wide Web

12- ………………………………… allow you to access the internet anywhere.

a. DSL b. Wi-Fi c. hotspot
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Choose the correct answer (Lesson 4):

1- Organizations use computer ……………………. networks to share private information

a. Open b. closed c public

2- Businesses and organizations use networks every day to …………….. Information

a. Write b. make c. share

3- The ………………… consists of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi.

a. CPU b. IoT c. DSL

4- …………………………. is a networking technology that connects wireless mobile devices.

a. Bluetooth b. Ethernet cable c. Router

5- Bluetooth is a networking technology that connects wireless devices over a ………... 

a. Short range b. long range c. both of them

6- The ………………………… consists of household devices that are connected to Wi-Fi.

a. Bluetooth b. internet c. Internet of Things

7- Visually Impaired people can use………………………….. for doing their homework.

a. Braille b. screen readers c. Zoom

8- Braille method allows blind people to ………………….

a. Write b. read c. speak

9- people of determination uses ……………………………… for audio feedback.

a. Braille b. screen readers c. WhatsApp 

10- You can use……………………….. applications to buy anything on the internet

a. Browser b. braille c e-commerce

11- Before making online shopping, you should think about ……………………. To be safe.

a. Digital tools b. digital privacy c. money

12- ICT tools help people of determination to save ……………and …………….

a. Time ,money b, health, money c. listening, speaking
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Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4
Q A Q A Q A Q A

1 c 1 c 1 b 1 b

2 b 2 a 2 c 2 c

3 a 3 b 3 c 3 b

4 b 4 b 4 a 4 a

5 c 5 b 5 b 5 a

6 b 6 a 6 b 6 c

7 b 7 c 7 c 7 b

8 b 8 b 8 a 8 b

9 a 9 b 9 a 9 b

10 b 10 b 10 a 10 c

11 a 11 b 11 b 11 b

12 c 12 c 12 c 12 a

13 b
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Question 1: Choose the correct answer 

1- Fred Hiebert is an …………. and explorer in national geographic 

a) Engineer          b) architect             c) archeologist 

2-Fred Hiebert uses …………. To write reports about archeological sites 

a) MS Word       b) MS Excel          c) MS PowerPoint 

3-Printed letters and emails are used to communicate in a ……… way 

a) Formal           b) informal            c) Normal 

4-A school computer lab is an example of ………. 

a) Open network         b) Closed network             c) The internet 

5-Braille method allows blind people to 

a) Write             b) Read           c) Speak 

6-To store and share information, we can use 

a) Scanner             b) Printer            c) Flash memory 

7-the ………… is used to share information in a closed and private 

network 

a) Letters     b) Internet          c) Intranet 

8-when creating a formula, use the ……… sign for subtraction 

a) +              b)  –                   c)  = 

9-…………… folders help us to manage files using technology 

a) Creating            b) Deleting               c) Copying 
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10-…………. is faster than hard disk and can store files 

a) External hard drive      b) Flash memory       c) Router 

11-the router is considered ………. 

a) Famous browser         b) Antivirus          c) A gate way for the internet 

12-is advising or training someone on a subject you have a lot of 

experience in 

a) Communication         b) Mentoring             c) Learning 

13-…………. Is a device that connects the computer to the internet via 

 Wi-Fi 

a) Ethernet cable          b) Router              c) Ethernet port 

14-Typing ………. In the cell, tell the excel that you are creating a 

formula 

a) +                   b)–                           c) = 

15-…………. Is a part of internet network made up of webpages that 

people can navigate 

a) Video chat                 b) Search engine               c) World wide web 

16-Mr Hiebert prefers …………. To communicate with other 

a) virtual meetings                 b) tv programs         c) face to face meetings 

17-to write the word Lion, you need ………. To represent it in a 

computer system 

a)4 bits         b)4 bytes              c)5 bytes 

18-the ………… is private to only those who are part of organization 

a) Internet              b) Intranet             c) LAN 
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19-Mr Hiebert holds ……………. using zoom and WhatsApp 

a) Virtual meetings      b) Face to face meetings        c) Tv programs 

20-if you want to sum the values in column A, B and C from row 4, the 

formula is ………. 

a) C4+b4+a4           b) C4-b4-a4            c) A4+b4+c5 

21-check the software update when………. 

a) There is not internet connection 

b) Downloading a file is very slow 

c)The computer slows down when opening an app 

22-……………is a networking technology that connects wireless mobile 

devices 

a) Bluetooth b) Ethernet cable              c) Router 

23-Mr Hiebert uses MS Excel to prepare 

a) Reports      b) Presentations          c) Graphs 

24-…………. Measure the number of cycles your CPU carries out per 

second 

a) Gigahertz       b) Mbps             c) Byte 

25-when the browser is running slow, you have to  

a) delete unwanted apps 

b) check WIFI signal 

c)restart your router 
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26-you can contact the ISP for help when ………... 

a) internet connection is interrupted 

b) the browser is running slow 

c)an app does not open 

27-………… helps us to access information by scanning it with a phone 

camera 

a) Browser           b) QR Code                 c) Digital book 

28-…………. Used to save images on computer and use them later 

a) Scanner                  b) Printer                    c) Router 

29- Try a new ethernet cable when ……. 

a) There is no internet connection 

b) Downloading files is very slow 

c)The computer slows down when opening an app 

30-Mr Hiebert used ……………... to share his discoveries with his 

colleagues  

a) MS Excel 

b) MS Word 

c)Video Conference 

31-………… consists of one computer connected to a printer or a router 

a) Internet              b) Intranet                   c) LAN 

32-………... is the smallest unit of data on your computer 

a) Mbps                  b) Byte                        c) Bit 
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33-…………... consist of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi 

a) CPU           b) IOT                   c) DSL 

34-you can use …………... application to buy anything on the internet 

a) Browser                   b) Brille                 c) E-commerce 

35-…………… is available for free to all Egyptians registered on the site 

a) EKB              b) Google chrome                c) Wikipedia 

36-Students who need further explanation of a lesson can use 

a) Libraries                   b) Printed books             c) YouTube channels 

37- the first step to solve any problem in the computer is to ………… it 

a) Identify                             b) Plan                           c) Leave 

38-………… is a cable that transmit sound and images to and from 

devices 

a) Ethernet cable                               b) HDMI                     c) Router cable 

39- when the computer slows down when opening an app, .......... 

a) Check Wi-Fi signal 

b) Check software updates 

c) Restart your router 

d) Contact customer service 

40- ................... helps to manage files 

a) Scanner               b) flash memory            c) Folder            d) Excel 

41- you must .................... the information you find 

a) Sell                 b) analyze              c) buy 
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42- the internet is .................... network 

a) Open               b) closed          c) private               d) none of them 

 

Question 2: Put true or false 
1- Mr. Hiebert is an explorer at National Geographic. (   ) 

2- Braille makes it more difficult to read for people of determination 

(   ) 

3- The data in the cell cannot be arranged alphabetically () 

4- Identifying the problem is the last step in solving computer 

problems. (   ) 

5- You must decide to share information using the intranet or 

internet. ( ) 

6- Decide keywords for searching about subtopics () 

7- Technological tools help us to manage digital files. (  ) 

8- Humans and organizations communicate every day using 

computer networks. ( ) 

9- The intranet is used to share information in an open network. (  )  

10- HDMI is a wire that connects a computer or laptop with the 

router. ( ) 

11- We can turn on and off home appliances connected to the 

internet from a distance () 

12- Breaking the topic down into smaller subtopics helps you in 

conducting research. ( ) 

13- We can use the digital camera to transfer and share files. ( ) 

14- You can add the main folder inside sub-folders to manage files. ( ) 

15- Ethernet is more stable and faster than Wi-Fi. ( ) 

16- Always ask permission from your parents before buying anything 

online. (  ) 

17- To create a simple formula, we select the cell and then type a (*) 

sign to let Excel know that we want to create a formula. ( )  
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18- The internet is a private network that Is restricted to some 

people. ( )  

19- QR code is used to get information quickly and easily. ( )  

20- LAN is a network that connects computers from all over the 

world. ( )  

21- Megabits per second (Mbps) are used to measure the network 

speed. ( ) 

22- Mr Heibert uses GPR to design a presentation for  

his discoveries () 

23- To connect a computer to the internet, you must use a gateway ( ) 

24- The internet is more secure and private than the intranet ( ) 

25- You can add or subtract any data using Microsoft excel. ( ) 

26- It is not a good idea to use full sentences when searching (  ) 

27- The rows are labeled with numbers, while the columns are 

labeled with letters in Excel. (   ) 

28- You can enter files inside folders () 

29- To create a new folder click rename () 

30- The more cycles that CPU performs, the faster data can be 

processed ( ) 

31- Bluetooth is a networking technology that connects mobile 

devices over a short range ( ) 
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Question 3: Complete the following sentences (for advanced 

students) 

1- To create a folder, we right click then choose …………… then 

………... 

2- To give a folder a new name we right click then ………………… 

3- To look for needed information we should use ………………. engines  

4- ……………………is a program used to write reports. 

5- …………………is a program used to create spreadsheets. 

6- ………………….is an archaeologist and explorer  

7- Dr. Hiebert held virtual meetings using platforms 

like……………and………… 

8- ……………… is a program used to prepare presentations. 

9- Dr. Hiebert uses……….and…………when he wants to communicate 

more formally. 

10- ………………… and ………………… are from computer accessories  

11- ……………………….is a cable that connects a computer or laptop to a 

router 

12- ……………………is a cable that transmits audio and video from/to 

devices. 

13- …………….is a device that connects a computer to the internet via 

Wi-Fi or ethernet. 

14- ……….……, …………… and…………  are some of the computer's 

units of measurement. 

15- …………is a network that connects computers, and the people 

using them, from all around the world. 

16- ………….is a private type of network, restricted to only those that 

are part of the business, school, or organization that it is 

connecting. 

17- …………….. and ……………. are different types of networks 

18- …………….  is short for World Wide Web.  
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19- We should decide on a………………. for our search 

20- We use search engines such as………………….   

21- When searching, we break the topic down into smaller ………………. 

22- The internet is used to share information over the web and 

is………...secure 

23- An intranet is used to share in a closed network and is………………. 

Secure. 

24- To sort the info in alphabetical order you open.…………Then click 

on………... then .......... 

25- To open Microsoft Excel we open the………… menu 

26- We can set a simple formula using …………... 
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Model Answers 

Q1: choose 

1-c, 2-a, 3-a, 4-b, 5-b, 6-c, 7-c, 8-b, 9-a, 10-a, 11-c, 12-b, 13-b, 14-c, 15-c, 

16-c, 17-b, 18-b, 19-a, 20-a, 21-c, 22-a, 23-c, 24-a, 25-b, 26-a, 27-b, 28-

a, 29-a, 30-c, 31-c, 32-c, 33-b, 34-c, 35-a, 36-c, 37-a, 38-b, 39-b, 40-c, 

41-b, 42-a 

 

Q2: True and false  

1-T, 2-F, 3-F, 4-F, 5-T, 6-T, 7-T, 8-T, 9-F, 10-F, 11-T, 12-T, 13-F, 14-F, 15-

T, 16-T, 17-F, 18-F, 19-T, 20-F, 21-T, 22-F, 23-T, 24-F, 25-T, 26-T, 27-T, 

28-T, 29-F, 30-T, 31-T 

 

Q3: Complete 

1-New-Folder, 2-Rename, 3-Search, 4-word, 5-Excel, 6-Fred Hiebert,  

7-Zoom and WhatsApp, 8-powerpoint, 9-Email and paper letter,  

10-Router-ethernet cable-HDMI-Flash memory, 11-Ethernet cable,  

12-HDMI, 13-Router, 14-Kilobytes-megabytes- Gigabytes- bytes,  

15- internet,16-intranet, 17-internet-intranet, 18-WWW, 19-topic, 

 20-Google, 21-Suptopics, 22-less, 23-More, 24-Toolbar, 25-start,  

26-Excell 
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ICT Grade 5 

1-Choose the correct answer: 

1-Microsoft ……….to write reports and 

documents to share  

(word- excel- power point) 

 

2-Microsoft --------to analyze data and create 

charts to explain inf. 

(word- excel- power point) 

 

3-Microsoft ………….. to review his research 

results using slides for making a good presentation 

(word- excel- power point) 

 

4- …………its formal way to communicate 

(word- E-mails - power point) 

 

5-Mr. Hiebert is also a ………..who guides his 

students and colleagues around the world 

(mentor- students-teacher) 

 

6-He is a mentor, preferred ……………. meeting  

(virtual meeting -face to face- video conferencing) 

 

7- On …………..YouTube channel there are video 
clips for all subjects for students who missed a 
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lesson or need further explanation or want a 
quick review  
(Madrastna- virtual meeting - video conferencing) 

 

8- ………….used to transfer files and data from 
computer to another 
(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 
9-………….. a cable that connects a computer or 

laptop to a router  

(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 

10- ………..connects an ethernet cable; ethernet is 

more stable and faster than Wi-Fi  

(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 

11-…….. a cable that transmits audio and video 

from/ to devices 

(HDMI- router- HDD) 

 

12- ………………. Like an HDD but much faster.  

(External hard drive - HDMI- router) 

13-………… a device that connects a computer to 

the internet via Wi-Fi or ethernet  

(External hard drive - HDMI- router) 

 

14-the smallest unit that measure data…… 
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(Bit-Kilobyte-Terabyte) 

 

15-the biggest unit that measure data…… 

(Bit-Kilobyte-Terabyte) 

 

16-………. used to measure network speed or 
internet connection 

(Mbps- Gigahertz- Terabyte) 

 

17-………… measures the number of cycles your 

CPU carries out per second 

(Mbps- Gigahertz- Terabyte) 

 

18-………. are groups of people, or things 

(Networks- internet- intranet) 

 

19- To connect your computer to the internet, you 

need a……………, such as a router 

(internet- intranet -gateway) 

 

20- ……………is part of the internet network, 

made up of web pages 

(WWW- internet- intranet) 

 

21- An……….., unlike the internet, is private 

(intranet- WWW- gateway) 
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22- cable a long connector that transmits data or 
power between devices; example……….. 

(WWW- gateway -ethernet cable) 

 

23- ………………..a means of access to something  
(intranet- gateway- WWW) 

 

24- The………… consists of devices linked to 

the internet via Wi-Fi. 

(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

25-………… is a networking technology that 

connects wireless mobile devices over a short 

range 
(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

26-a network to transmit data between different 
devices. 
(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

27-………… internet connection used phone line 
connect to internet, but couldn't use phone when 
on internet) a slow but stable connection 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
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28- ………a high-speed connection that uses the 
same home phone wires to connect to the 
internet 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
 
29-web pages that are linked to each other using 
………….. 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
 
30-……………. to allow you to access the internet 
anywhere) on smartphone   
(Dial up- DSL- hotspots) 
 
31- ……….it makes buying or selling is easier for 

people of determination 

(Dial up- Online shopping - hyperlinks) 
 

32- ………..don’t tell anyone your personal 

information 

(Digital Privacy - DSL- hyperlinks) 
 

33- ……………….we can check that the router is 
connected ,or Use the software to troubleshoot 
your Wi-Fi 
(No internet connection - Browser running slow- 

slows opening an app) 
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34-Computer………. we can check for software 

updates 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 

 

35- ………………check Wi-Fi signal; make sure to 

update the apps on your device 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 

36- ………….we can restart computer and router; 

check internet speed 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 
37- ……………It is a code for outputting the 

information on the systems by directing the 

device’s camera to the code 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 

 

38- ………….when two people meet face to face to 

exchange information 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 
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39-they contain many books, articles and 

manuscripts in many fields 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 

 

40-Create the main folder and add………... 

(sub folders- QR code -rename) 

  

41-To ………. folder you can right click and 

choose delete order 

(sub folders- delete -rename) 

 

42-The ……..is used to share over the web and is 

less secure.  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

43-An …………is used to share in a closed 

network and is more secure.  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

 

44-Sorting info in alphabetical order: Go to the 

toolbar and click on Data. Then click on…….  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

 

45-Type “………..". This tells Excel you are 

creating a formula. 

( =  ,  +   , _  ,  / ) 
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46-the …….at the top of columns and ……….at 

the left of the rows 

(letters, numbers _ number, letters_ formula) 

 

 

Put (T) or (F) 
 

1- Fred Hiebert He is an archeologist working at 

Nat Geo ( ) 

 

2- Microsoft excel to write reports and 

documents to share ( ) 

 

 

3- Microsoft word to analyze data and create 

charts to explain inf.( ) 

 

4- Microsoft power point to review his research 

results using slides for making a good 

presentation ( ) 

 

 

5- printed letters and e-mails its formal way to 

communicate. ( ) 

 

6- Mr. Hiebert is also a mentor who guides his 

students and colleagues around the world. (  ) 
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7- Mr. Hiebert is a mentor, preferred virtual 

meeting ( ) 

 

8- technology can be challenging and scheduling 

calls can be difficult. (  ) 

 

9- Flash memory used to transfer files and data 

from computer to another(. ) 

 

10- HDMI a cable that connects a computer or 

laptop to a router (  ) 

 

11- External hard drive (HDD) Likes (Hard 

disk drive) but much faster (. ) 

 

12- Router a device that connects a computer 

to the internet via Wi-Fi or ethernet (  ) 

 

 

13- ethernet cable a cable that transmits audio 

and video from/ to devices (. ) 

 

14- Bit the smallest unit that measure data. (. ) 

 

 

15- Terabyte: 1= 1024 Gigabyte. (. ) 
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16- Megabyte :1 =1022 kilobyte. (. ) 

 

 

17- Byte : 1 byte = 8 bits = 1 letter. (  ) 

 

18- Gigahertz used to measure network speed 

or internet connection. (. ) 

 

19- megabits per second measures the number 

of cycles your CPU carries out per second (  ) 

 

20- Networks are groups of people, or things, 

that are connected to each other for a 

common purpose. ( ) 

 

21- The internet is a network. ( ) 

 

 

22- To connect your computer to the internet, 

you need a gateway. ( ) 

 

23- The World Wide Web (WWW) is part of 

the internet network, made up of web pages. ( 

) 

24- An internet, unlike the intranet, is private. 

( ) 
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25- cable a long connector that transmits data 

or power between devices; example: ethernet 

cable ( ) 

 

26- Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT consists 

of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi. ( ) 

 

27- Bluetooth is a networking technology that 

connects wireless mobile devices over a short 

range. ( ) 

 

 

28- Digital subscriber line internet connection 

used phone line connect to internet. ( ) 

 

29-  DSL a high-speed connection that uses 

the same home phone wires to connect to the 

internet, allowing the phone and the internet 

to be used simultaneously. ( ) 

 

30- web pages are linked to each other using 

hyperlinks. ( ) 

 

31- hotspots to allow you to access the internet 

anywhere on smartphone. ( ) 
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32- Digital Privacy it makes buying or selling 

is easier for people of determination. ( ) 

 

 

33- Online shopping doesn’t tell anyone your 

personal information. ( ) 

 

34- The first step to troubleshooting process 

Identify the problem. ( ) 

 

35- No internet connection you can use the 

software to troubleshoot your Wi-Fi 

connection or check that the router is 

connected. ( ) 

 

36- Computer slows down when opening an 

app so restart computer and router; check 

internet speed ( ) 

 

37- Browser running slow Check Wi-Fi 

signal; make sure to update. ( ) 

 

38- Slow to download check for software 

updates or delete unwanted apps. ( ) 
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39- Libraries they contain many books, 

articles and manuscripts in many fields. ( )  

 

40- Direct interviews: two people meet face to 

face to exchange information and 

experiences. ( ) 

 

41- You can create the sub folder. Add main-

folders in it. ( ) 

 

42- To delete folder you can right click and 

choose delete order. ( ) 

 

 

43- Create a graph or chart to share 

information. ( ) 

 

44- The intranet is used to share over the web 

and is less secure. ( ) 

 

45- An internet is used to share in a closed 

network and is more secure. ( ) 

 

46- Sorting info in alphabetical order: Go to 

the toolbar and click on Data. Then click on 

Sort. ( ) 
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47- Click on the cell you want to set a 

formula. Type “=". This tells Excel you are 

creating a formula. ( ) 

 

 

48- Reference the letters (top of rows) and 

numbers (numbers to the left of the columns). 

( ) 

 

49- you wanted to add numbers from the same 

column (A), but different rows (4-6). The 

column information would still come first: = 

A4 + A5 + A9  ( )  
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ICT Grade 5 

1-Choose the correct answer: 

1-Microsoft ……….to write reports and 

documents to share  

(word- excel- power point) 

 

2-Microsoft --------to analyze data and create 

charts to explain inf. 

(word- excel- power point) 

 

3-Microsoft ………….. to review his research 

results using slides for making a good presentation 

(word- excel- power point) 

 

4- …………its formal way to communicate 

(word- E-mails - power point) 

 

5-Mr. Hiebert is also a ………..who guides his 

students and colleagues around the world 

(mentor- students-teacher) 

 

6-He is a mentor, preferred ……………. meeting  

(virtual meeting -face to face- video conferencing) 

 

7- On …………..YouTube channel there are video 
clips for all subjects for students who missed a 
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lesson or need further explanation or want a 
quick review  
(Madrastna- virtual meeting - video conferencing) 

 

8- ………….used to transfer files and data from 
computer to another 
(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 
9-………….. a cable that connects a computer or 

laptop to a router  

(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 

10- ………..connects an ethernet cable; ethernet is 

more stable and faster than Wi-Fi  

(ethernet cable- Flash memory- ethernet port) 

 

11-…….. a cable that transmits audio and video 

from/ to devices 

(HDMI- router- HDD) 

 

12- ………………. Like an HDD but much faster.  

(External hard drive - HDMI- router) 

13-………… a device that connects a computer to 

the internet via Wi-Fi or ethernet  

(External hard drive - HDMI- router) 

 

14-the smallest unit that measure data…… 
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(Bit-Kilobyte-Terabyte) 

 

15-the biggest unit that measure data…… 

(Bit-Kilobyte-Terabyte) 

 

16-………. used to measure network speed or 
internet connection 

(Mbps- Gigahertz- Terabyte) 

 

17-………… measures the number of cycles your 

CPU carries out per second 

(Mbps- Gigahertz- Terabyte) 

 

18-………. are groups of people, or things 

(Networks- internet- intranet) 

 

19- To connect your computer to the internet, you 

need a……………, such as a router 

(internet- intranet -gateway) 

 

20- ……………is part of the internet network, 

made up of web pages 

(WWW- internet- intranet) 

 

21- An……….., unlike the internet, is private 

(intranet- WWW- gateway) 
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22- cable a long connector that transmits data or 
power between devices; example……….. 

(WWW- gateway -ethernet cable) 

 

23- ………………..a means of access to something  
(intranet- gateway- WWW) 

 

24- The………… consists of devices linked to 

the internet via Wi-Fi. 

(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

25-………… is a networking technology that 

connects wireless mobile devices over a short 

range 
(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

26-a network to transmit data between different 
devices. 
(IoT- Bluetooth- DSL) 

 

27-………… internet connection used phone line 
connect to internet, but couldn't use phone when 
on internet) a slow but stable connection 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
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28- ………a high-speed connection that uses the 
same home phone wires to connect to the 
internet 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
 
29-web pages that are linked to each other using 
………….. 
(Dial up- DSL- hyperlinks) 
 
30-……………. to allow you to access the internet 
anywhere) on smartphone   
(Dial up- DSL- hotspots) 
 
31- ……….it makes buying or selling is easier for 

people of determination 

(Dial up- Online shopping - hyperlinks) 
 

32- ………..don’t tell anyone your personal 

information 

(Digital Privacy - DSL- hyperlinks) 
 

33- ……………….we can check that the router is 
connected ,or Use the software to troubleshoot 
your Wi-Fi 
(No internet connection - Browser running slow- 

slows opening an app) 
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34-Computer………. we can check for software 

updates 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 

 

35- ………………check Wi-Fi signal; make sure to 

update the apps on your device 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 

36- ………….we can restart computer and router; 

check internet speed 

(Slow to download- Browser running slow- slows 

opening an app) 
 
37- ……………It is a code for outputting the 

information on the systems by directing the 

device’s camera to the code 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 

 

38- ………….when two people meet face to face to 

exchange information 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 
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39-they contain many books, articles and 

manuscripts in many fields 

(QR code- interviews- Libraries) 

 

40-Create the main folder and add………... 

(sub folders- QR code -rename) 

  

41-To ………. folder you can right click and 

choose delete order 

(sub folders- delete -rename) 

 

42-The ……..is used to share over the web and is 

less secure.  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

43-An …………is used to share in a closed 

network and is more secure.  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

 

44-Sorting info in alphabetical order: Go to the 

toolbar and click on Data. Then click on…….  

(internet- intranet- Sort) 

 

45-Type “………..". This tells Excel you are 

creating a formula. 

( =  ,  +   , _  ,  / ) 
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46-the …….at the top of columns and ……….at 

the left of the rows 

(letters, numbers _ number, letters_ formula) 

 

 

Put (T) or (F) 
 

1- Fred Hiebert He is an archeologist working at 

Nat Geo (T) 

 

2- Microsoft excel to write reports and 

documents to share (F) 

 

 

3- Microsoft word to analyze data and create 

charts to explain inf.(F) 

 

4- Microsoft power point to review his research 

results using slides for making a good 

presentation (T) 

 

 

5- printed letters and e-mails its formal way to 

communicate. (T) 

 

6- Mr. Hiebert is also a mentor who guides his 

students and colleagues around the world. (T) 
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7- Mr. Hiebert is a mentor, preferred virtual 

meeting (F) 

 

8- technology can be challenging and scheduling 

calls can be difficult. (T) 

 

9- Flash memory used to transfer files and data 

from computer to another(T) 

 

10- HDMI a cable that connects a computer or 

laptop to a router (F) 

 

11- External hard drive (HDD) Likes (Hard 

disk drive) but much faster (T) 

 

12- Router a device that connects a computer 

to the internet via Wi-Fi or ethernet (T) 

 

 

13- ethernet cable a cable that transmits audio 

and video from/ to devices (F) 

 

14- Bit the smallest unit that measure data. (T) 

 

 

15- Terabyte: 1= 1024 Gigabyte. (T) 
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16- Megabyte :1 =1022 kilobyte. (F) 

 

 

17- Byte : 1 byte = 8 bits = 1 letter. (T) 

 

18- Gigahertz used to measure network speed 

or internet connection. (F) 

 

19- megabits per second measures the number 

of cycles your CPU carries out per second. 

(F) 

 

20- Networks are groups of people, or things, 

that are connected to each other for a 

common purpose. (T) 

 

21- The internet is a network. (T) 

 

 

22- To connect your computer to the internet, 

you need a gateway. (T) 

 

23- The World Wide Web (WWW) is part of 

the internet network, made up of web pages. 

(T) 
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24- An internet, unlike the intranet, is private. 

(F) 

25- cable a long connector that transmits data 

or power between devices; example: ethernet 

cable(T) 

 

26- Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT consists 

of devices linked to the internet via Wi-Fi. 

(T) 

 

27- Bluetooth is a networking technology that 

connects wireless mobile devices over a short 

range. (T) 

 

 

28- Digital subscriber line internet connection 

used phone line connect to internet. (F) 

 

29-  DSL a high-speed connection that uses 

the same home phone wires to connect to the 

internet, allowing the phone and the internet 

to be used simultaneously. (T) 

 

30- web pages are linked to each other using 

hyperlinks. (T) 
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31- hotspots to allow you to access the internet 

anywhere on smartphone. (T) 

 

32- Digital Privacy it makes buying or selling 

is easier for people of determination. (F) 

 

 

33- Online shopping doesn’t tell anyone your 

personal information. (F) 

 

34- The first step to troubleshooting process 

Identify the problem. (T) 

 

35- No internet connection you can use the 

software to troubleshoot your Wi-Fi 

connection or check that the router is 

connected. (T) 

 

36- Computer slows down when opening an 

app so restart computer and router; check 

internet speed (F) 

 

37- Browser running slow Check Wi-Fi 

signal; make sure to update. (T) 

 

38- Slow to download check for software 

updates or delete unwanted apps. (F) 
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39- Libraries they contain many books, 

articles and manuscripts in many fields. (T)  

 

40- Direct interviews: two people meet face to 

face to exchange information and 

experiences. (T) 

 

41- You can create the sub folder. Add main-

folders in it. (F) 

 

42- To delete folder you can right click and 

choose delete order. (T) 

 

 

43- Create a graph or chart to share 

information. (T) 

 

44- The intranet is used to share over the web 

and is less secure. (F) 

 

45- An internet is used to share in a closed 

network and is more secure. (F) 
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46- Sorting info in alphabetical order: Go to 

the toolbar and click on Data. Then click on 

Sort. (T) 

 

47- Click on the cell you want to set a 

formula. Type “=". This tells Excel you are 

creating a formula. (T) 

 

 

48- Reference the letters (top of rows) and 

numbers (numbers to the left of the columns). 

(F) 

 

49- you wanted to add numbers from the same 

column (A), but different rows (4-6). The 

column information would still come first: = 

A4 + A5 + A9  (T)  
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First Axis: The role of information and communications technology 
in our lives  
"October"  

Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
1. Technological tools have made it easier to complete daily tasks.                 )(  
2. The scientist d Fraid  had a great role with his colleagues and students all 

over the world 
               )(  

3. Fraid    Hibbert is a physicist .                )(  
4. In his work Fraid  Hibbert relied on the method of exploration, 

observation, and writing. 
               )(  

5. Farid, was doing his work alone scientistThe                 )(  

6. PowerPoint is used to create mathematical tables and prepare graphs.                )(  
7. Word is used to write reports and document meetings and virtual 

meetings 
               )(  

8. can be made Virtual meetings and gatherings at any time without 
organizing a specific date. 

               )(  

9. The scientist Fraid  has mentored his students and colleagues all over 
the world 

               )(  

10. which you Mentoring is advising or coaching someone on a topic in 
have significant experience 

               )(  

11. The exchange of information has become vital in our daily lives                )(  
12. Excel is a program used to create mathematical tables and prepare 

graphs.  
               )(  

13. Fraid  Hibbert is active explorer for the National Geographic Society                )(  

14. Virtual meetings provide an effective way to mentor others                )(  
15. Scientist  Fraid  is a teacher who guides his students and colleagues 

around the world. 
               )(  

16. An Ethernet cable is a device that connects a computer is connected to 
the Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi . 

               )(  
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17. Internet connection is better than wireless connection                )(  
18. processorThe higher the number of cycles, the faster the                 )(  
19. A gigabyte GB equals 1024 MB.                 )(  

20. It is difficult to back up your files through an external hard drive                )(  
21. You cannot solve any problem that may appear to us while using the 

computer 
               )(  

22. The hard disk is always smaller than the flash memory                )(  

23. An external hard disk is used to store large files                )(  

24. A bit is the smallest unit of measurement for storing data                )(  
25. problem processing large files, some programs may When there is a 

be closed.  
               )(  

26. try Fast wired Ethernet network in case the wireless Internet 
connection is weak and slow 

               )(  

27. Ethernet connection is better than Wi-Fi connection .             )   (  
28. A router just connects your computer to your Internet service 

provider.  
               )(  

29. A gigabyte (GB) is the smallest unit of data.                 )(  

30. A megabyte (GB) is the largest unit of data                )(  
31. Gigahertz measures the number of cycles your processing unit 

executes per second 
               )(  

32. If you are unable to store files, you can transfer old files to External 
drive 

               )(  

33. Megabit Per second is a unit of measurement used to measure 
network speed or Internet connection . 

               )(  

34. Flash memory is used to transfer, share and store information                )(  
35. An Ethernet port is a wire that transmits audio and video from To and 

devices.  
               )(  

36. A closed network is a network available to specific individuals.                 )(  

37. A closed network is what your school's computer lab could be.                 )(  
38. InternetA router is a gateway used to connect a computer to the .                 )(  
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39. An intranet is a network that connects computers and people from all 
over the world who use that network 

               )(  

40. The Internet is a limited network                )(  

41. computer to your routerAn Ethernet cable is a wire that connects your                 )(  
42. A router is like the Internet service provided by Egyptian companies 

to citizens.  
               )(  

43. A local network is a computer connected to another computer or 
device such as a printer or router 

               )(  

44. Networks represent groups of people or things connected together 
for a common goal 

               )(  

45. An Internet service provider consists of web pages or web pages that 
people can navigate between 

               )(  

46. WWW is the abbreviation for World Wide Web .                )(  

47. LAN is an abbreviation that refers to local network.                 )(  

48. Types of networks include the Internet and Intranet only                )(  
49. Gateway such as computer to your The router that connects your 

Internet service provider.  
               )(  

50. A closed network is part of the Internet, which consists of web pages 
that people can navigate between.  

               )(  

51. The WWW is part of the closed network.                 )(  
52. open networks that are available to everyone, and there  There may be

may also be closed ones that are limited to some people 
               )(  

53. up-s, Internet access was via dial١٩٨٠In the late                 )(  

54. The World Wide Web emerged In the eighties.           )      (  
55. Wi-Fi and access to a network٢٠٠٠ devices became popular in the year  

Internet from your smartphone is possible 
               )(  

56. The phone line was the way Used to connect to the Internet in the 
1980s 

               )(  

57. impossible to uses it was ١٩٩٠In the  Phone while using the Internet 
and the connection was slow butFixed 

               )(  
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58. Using mobile phones in our daily lives is like using computer networks                )(  

59. All types of computer networks are closed networks only.                 )(  
60. The Internet of Things consists of devices connected to the Internet 

via Wi-Fi that you can control 
               )(  

61. Bluetooth technology A network that connects mobile devices Wireless 
over short range 

               )(  

62. IoT are only Bluetooth speakersExamples of                 )(  
63. Screen readers help the visually impaired write research papers and 

access...  Documents on your computer 
               )(  

64. It is important to consider digital privacy before purchasing any 
product online.  

               )(  

65. Businesses and organizations use networks every day to share 
information 

               )(  

66. Networks are not useful for people of determination in saving money 
confidence-and time, and increasingTheir level of self  

               )(  

67. You cannot control devices connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi .                )(  

68. shopping is purchasing items over the Internet-E                 )(  
69. Networks Some of them are private through closed networks  Some of 

them are public through open networks . 
               )(  

70. Egyptian Knowledge Bank (Egyptian Knowledge Bank)  It contains a 
lot of interesting and enjoyable information 

               )(  

71. commerce has made everyone's lives difficult because it is unsafe-E                 )(  

72. House appliances are not considered part of the networkshold                 )(  
73. Computer networks give people People of determination have more 

independence, whether at home or in public places . 
               )(  

74. sion from your When you do online shopping, you must obtain permis
parents 

               )(  

75. Networks for the visually impaired have provided screen readers to 
help them read In Braille 

               )(  

76. The Egyptian Knowledge Bank contains interesting and enjoyable 
information 

               )(  
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77. Checking the WIFI connection is one of the possible solutions to the 
slow operation of the search engine  

               )(  

78. You cannot solve any problem that may appear to us while using the 
computer 

               )(  

79. your computer is slowin case Make sure the router is connected                  )(  
80. Restart your computer and router; Check  the download is slowIf 

internet speed  
               )(  

81. New B Ethernet cableR Restart your router; C  Ethernet in case the 
Internet connection is interrupted 

               )(  

82. defining the problemThe first step to solving a problem is                 )(  
83. If you do not find a solution to the problem, you should seek help from 

your teacher or a member of your family  
               )(  

84. in discovering does not help Following specific steps when working 
and fixing problems  

               )(  

85. the device used, its software, or poor may occur due to Problems 
Or its interruption Internet connection  

               )(  

86. the next time you from one problem may help you What you learned 
another problemtry to solve  

               )(  

87. your computer slows down when you if Check for software updates 
open an application  

               )(  

88. the search engine is running slowlyIf  app updatesCheck for                  )(  

89. if your Internet connection is interruptedCheck for software updates                 )(  
90. the second step in of different ways to solve the problem is Thinking 

solving the problem 
               )(  

91. To find different ways to solve the last steps to solve the  Planning
problem 

               )(  

92. If an idea you come up with doesn't solve a particular problem, it 
might contribute to a solution Another problem .  

               )(  

93. Wi-Fi if your computer is slowconnection problems                  )(  

94. It is not necessary to give each file a unique title                )(  
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95. It is best to place documents, photos, and videos in the correct folder 
for each type 

               )(  

96. is used to store and transfer filesFlash memory                 )(  

97. The main folder contains only one subfolder                )(  
98. The  QR Code is a code to output information on systems by directing 

the device's camera at the code  
               )(  

99. used to convert images into files, save them, and store The scanner is 
them on the computer for later reference 

               )(  

100. One of the sources for obtaining information is to search online only                )(  
101. through a  Pictures and drawings are entered into the computer

scanner, saved as files, and stored on a memory  card 
               )(  

102. To create a folder, click the right mouse button over the place where 
you want to create the folder and choose the paste command . 

               )(  

103. subfolder within the main foldeIt is not possible to add a                 )(  

104. Flash memory is used to store and transfer data and information                )(  
105. Libraries are one of the sources of obtaining information, as they 

articles in various fieldscontain many books and  
               )(  

106. Hatem uses a folder called Picture to put audio clips of his lessons                )(  

107. A file is a collection of files and subfolders                )(  

108. manageFolders are created to  File Using  ICT tools .                )(  
109. face meeting between two people to -to-Live interviews are a face

exchange experiences and information 
               )(  

110. or file name cannot be changed The folder                 )(  
111. To create a new folder, choose the Open command .                )(  
112. Choose NEW from FILE to create a new folder                )(  
113. File management on your computer is limited to video clips only                 )(  
114. Data should be organized in the computer for easy retrieval                )(  
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following the from answer correct the Choose (b :- 
1.  ........................program used to design presentations.  

Power Point  Excel  Word  
2. Dr .. Fraid  Hibbert is ........................  

Archaeologist  
Explorer  

Archaeologist and 
explorer  

3.  ........................program used to prepare graphs.  
Power Point  Excel  Word  

4. One of the applications used by Dr. Fraid  for holding virtual meetings 
........................ 

What's App  Facebook  google  
5.  ........................reportsprogram used to write  

Power Point  Excel  Word  
6. Fraid  is my resident explorer ........................  

The United Nations  
National Geographic 

Organization  
UNICEF  

7. Fraid  Hibbert believes it is important to continue virtual meetings........................  
document it  wipe it  neglect it  

8.  ........................n is to provide knowledge and training to someone in a subject i
which you have great experience 

Discussion  Indoctrination  Education and training  
9. Fraid  Hibbert generally prefers to communicate with people   Through

 ........................face to face  
Education and training  Video conferencing  Direct interviews  

10. Hibbert used to hold meetings Virtually using ........................ such as Zoom  and 
WhatsApp 

Interviews  platforms  Channels  
11. communicate moreemails to …………………. 

formal  traditional  unofficial  
12. Fraid  Hibbert as a scientist  Archeology, it studies the past through... ............... 
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Registration  Photography  Exploration and observation  
13. It has become an essential part of our daily lives.  

E-commerce  Share information  programming  
14. .................................Used to transfer, share and store information  

Flash memory  HDMI  Ethernet port  
15. A wire that transmits sound and images to and from devices………………. 

Router  Ethernet port  HDMI  
16. ………………….is the smallest unit of measurement for storing data 

GB  Bit  KB  
17. ……………………is a unit of measurement used to measure network speed 

or connection to the Internet 
Megabits per second  GB  KB   
18. ......................like a hard disk drive, but...  Works faster .  

Flash memory  HDMI  External hard drive  
19. Poor network connection during a conference Video ........................  

Transfer large files  Ethernet network  Close some programs  
20. .................A device that connects a device  The computer is connected 

to the Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi 
Router  External hard drive  Flash memory  

21. whenever  The greater the number of cycles, the greater the speed of
 ...................data and instructions.  

Writing  delete  to treat  
22.  ..........................y A unit for measuring the number of cycles executed b

the central processing unit per second.  
kilobytes  terabyte  gigahertz  

23. Kilobyte .................... =  
1024 bytes 1024 Kilobyte  1024 Mega byte  

24. ١ byte  =.........................  
1 byte 1024 KB  8 bit  

25. , solutionHome Internet does not work …………………… 
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31. It is a network used to share information and is less secure…………………… 
The Internet  Mail  Intranet  

32. The Internet is a computer network………………….. 
closed  open  Limited space  

33. ………………It is a private network limited to the people you connect within 
a specific work, school, or institution 

The Internet  Closed network  Intranet  
34. ......................Like a router to connect your computer to the Internet  

Networks  HDMI  Gateway  
35. ………………………. is a network available to specific individuals  

A) - The Internet  B (- world Wide Web  c (– Closed network  
36. Kilobyte .................... =  

1024 bytes 1024 Kilobyte  1024 Mega byte  
37. The World Wide Web emerged in …………………….. 

The eighties  The nineties  Late eighties  
38. It was impossible to use Phone while using the Internet and the 

connection was slow but...  Fixed in ……………………….. 

Close some programs  Use Ethernet  Move old files to  External drive    
26. Deleting some unwanted applications leads to……………… 

The device is slow  Device performance speed  Software update  
27. Files are stored using ………………… 

Microphone  the screen  Flash memory  
28. One of the common computer problems……………… 
There is no internet 

connection  Scanner  
the printer  

29. Backups of files are created on………………….. 
Flash  External hard disk  both of them  

30. To solve the problem of your computer being slow………………….. 

Update applications  
Shut down the device and 

restart it  
Check your Wi-Fi 

connection  
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The eighties  The nineties  Late eighties  
39. up in-Internet access was via dial …………… 

The eighties  The nineties  Late eighties  
40. It became accessible to the network Internet from your smartphone is 

possible ………………….. 
In the eighties  Now  In the nineties  

41. ...................speed connection-is a highIt  The same home telephone 
wires are used for communication With the Internet 

WWW  DSL  HDMI  
42. Technique A network that connects mobile devices Wireless over 

short range 
The Internet  Bluetooth  laptop  

43. The networks provided …………………….the visually impaired with helping 
them read In Braille 

Screen readers  Bluetooth speakers  Computers  
44. …………………. is buying things online  

Braille  Internet of Things  Online shopping  
45. It helps …………………… people of determination because  It contains a lot 

of interesting and enjoyable information .  
Egyptian Knowledge Bank  Word program Bluetooth  

46. ……………….. It consists of devices connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi that 
you can control 

Screen readers  Braille  Internet of Things  
47. online, you must obtain permission fromWhen you shop ……………….. 

Parents  Your friends  c) Strangers  
48. Granted………………….computer persons People of determination have 

more independence, whether at home or in public places 
Screens  Networks  Headphones  

49. screen readers for the visually impairedThe network provides   "
"Screen Readers For ………………………. 

Acoustic feedback  Distinctive lighting  Digital privacy  
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50. ion You should remember.................................. when giving your informat
for security and protection.  

Information  Data  Digital privacy  
51. Household items can be part of a network as well, this is called...  

....................... 
Egyptian Knowledge Bank Internet of Things  Bluetooth technology  

52. ……………………A large collection of web pages that you link to each other 
hyperlinksusing  

Website  Bluetooth  Screen readers  
53. If your internet engine is running slowly, check………………………….. 

Connect the printer Connect to WI FI Connect the monitor 
54. One of the solutions to the slow download problem…………………….. 

Download programs  Restart your computer  Software update  
55. The second step in problem solving…………………………. 

a) Define the problem  
b) Study solutions  

c) Thinking about solution 
methods  

56. It's one of Steps to solve the problem………………………… 
Define the problem  Search by mail Copy the problem  

57. The first step to solving the problem is 

Define the problem  
Thinking about solution 

methods 
Study solutions  

58. Verifying ................... is one of the possible solutions to the slow 
operation of the search engine.  

Connect to Wifi Bluetooth  Printer  
59. Dr.Fraid  ......................to prepare presentations about his usesHibbert 

discoveries 
Screen readers  Offers Presentation  Headphones  

60. Check for software updates in case ........................  
Interruption of Internet 

connection  
Obtaining distinctive 

lighting  
Slowness of the device  
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61. To solve the problem of slow downloading…………………… 

Restart the computer  
Check your internet 

speed  
All of the above  

62. In the event of a disconnection from the Internet, contact customer 
service, which gives you ……………………. 

Ethernet wire Internet service provider  Bluetooth technology  
63. Following specific steps when working helps to discover 

problems……………….. 
destroying it repair it  its loss 

64. No Internet connection Make sure you are connected ……………………. 
Router  Bluetooth  Scanner  

65. ……………………………is used to organize files 
File Folders  Document 

66. You can organize the files on your device using……………………… 
Folders Copying  Pasting 

67. Files are stored using ..................  
Microphone Flash memory  Screen 

68. To create a new folder, use the ................ command.  
Copy Repeat New 

69.  .............is used to insert images and files onto the device  
Keyboard Scanner  Printer 

70.  ...............is used to enter images into the device for later use.  
Microphone Scanner  Printer 

71. Choose .......... from the shortcut menu to create a new file.  
Copy Paste New 

72. You must put ...................for each folder and file.  
Title No  Sequence 

73.  ..........................text.....) -video  -image  -A set of data (audio .  
Folder File  Printer  

74.  ........................A group of files and subfolders.  
Folder File  Printer 
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75.  ..............................e blot of information can A device through which a 
displayed 

Libraries Television  Scanner 
76.  ..........................sIt contains many books and articles in various field  

 Libraries Television  Scanner 
77. It is used to take pictures and video and store them on a memory stick 

Flash memory Digital camera  Scanner 
78. face meeting between two people to exchange -to-It is a face

experiences and information.  
A) Libraries b) Direct interviews  c) Video conferencing 

79. It is a code to output information on systems by directing the device's 
camera at the code.  

A (HDMI b (WWW c (QR Code 
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Put ( ) or ( × ):- 
1. it easier to complete daily tasksTechnological tools have made .  ( ) 
2. The scientist d Fraid  had a great role with his colleagues and students all 

over the world 
( ) 

3. Fraid    Hibbert is a physicist .  ) ×(  
4. In his work Fraid  Hibbert relied on the method of exploration, 

observation, and writing. 
( ) 

5. Farid, was doing his work alone The scientist   ) ×(  

6. PowerPoint is used to create mathematical tables and prepare graphs.  ) ×(  
7. Word meetings and virtual is used to write reports and document 

meetings 
( ) 

8. can be made Virtual meetings and gatherings at any time without 
organizing a specific date. 

 ) ×(  

9. The scientist Fraid  has mentored his students and colleagues all over 
the world 

( ) 

10. someone on a topic in which you Mentoring is advising or coaching 
have significant experience 

( ) 

11. The exchange of information has become vital in our daily lives  ) ×(  
12. Excel is a program used to create mathematical tables and prepare 

graphs.  
( ) 

13. Fraid  Hibbert is active the National Geographic Societyexplorer for  ( ) 

14. Virtual meetings provide an effective way to mentor others ( ) 
15. Scientist  Fraid  is a teacher who guides his students and colleagues 

around the world. 
( ) 

16. An Ethernet cable is a device that connects a computer is connected to 
the Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi . 

 ) ×(  

17. Internet connection is better than wireless connection.  ( ) 
18. The higher the number of cycles, the faster the processor.  ( ) 
19. A gigabyte GB equals 1024 MB.  ( ) 

20. It is difficult to back up your files through an external hard drive  ) ×(  
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21. You cannot solve any problem that may appear to us while using the 
computer.  

 ) ×(  

22. The hard disk is always smaller than the flash memory.   ) ×(  

23. hard disk is used to store large filesAn external .  ( ) 

24. A bit is the smallest unit of measurement for storing data.  ( ) 
25. When there is a problem processing large files, some programs may 

be closed.  
( ) 

26. try  Fast wired Ethernet network in case the wireless Internet
connection is weak and slow 

( ) 

27. Ethernet connection is better than Wi-Fi connection . ( ) 
28. A router just connects your computer to your Internet service 

provider.  
( ) 

29. A gigabyte (GB) is the smallest unit of data.   ) ×(  

30. A megabyte (GB) unit of data is the largest.   ) ×(  
31. Gigahertz measures the number of cycles your processing unit 

executes per second.  
( ) 

32. If you are unable to store files, you can transfer old files to External 
drive.  

( ) 

33. Megabit Per second is a unit of measurement used to measure 
network speed or Internet connection . 

( ) 

34. Flash memory is used to transfer, share and store information.  ( ) 
35. An Ethernet port is a wire that transmits audio and video To and from 

devices.  
 ) ×(  

36. A closed network is a network available to specific individuals.  ( ) 

37. A closed network is what your school's computer lab could be.  ( ) 
38. A router is a gateway used to connect a computer to the Internet.  ( ) 
39. computers and people from all An intranet is a network that connects 

over the world who use that network.  
 ) ×(  

40. The Internet is a limited network.   )×  (  
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41. An Ethernet cable is a wire that connects your computer to your 
router.  

( ) 

42. companies A router is like the Internet service provided by Egyptian 
to citizens.  

 ) ×(  

43. A local network is a computer connected to another computer or 
device such as a printer or router.  

( ) 

44. Networks represent groups of people or things connected together 
for a common goal.  

( ) 

45. consists of web pages or web pages that An Internet service provider 
people can navigate between.  

 ) ×(  

46. WWW is the abbreviation for World Wide Web .  )( 

47. LAN is an abbreviation that refers to local network.  ( ) 

48. Types of networks include the Internet and Intranet only.   )× (  
49. Gateway such as The router that connects your computer to your 

Internet service provider.  
( ) 

50. A closed network is part of the Internet, which consists of web pages 
that people can navigate between.  

)  ×(  

51. WWW is part of the closed network .  )  ×(  
52. may be open networks that are available to everyone, and there There 

may also be closed ones that are limited to some people.  
( ) 

53. up-s, Internet access was via dial١٩٨٠In the late .  )  ×(  

54. The World Wide Web emerged In the eighties.  )  ×(  
55. Wi-Fi and access to a network٢٠٠٠ popular in the year  devices became  

Internet from your smartphone is possible.  
( ) 

56. The phone line was the way Used to connect to the Internet in the 
s١٩٨٠.  

( ) 

57. s it was impossible to use١٩٩٠In the  Phone while using the Internet 
connection was slow butand the ...  Fixed.  

)  ×(  

58. Using mobile phones in our daily lives is like using computer 
networks.  

( ) 
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59. All types of computer networks are closed networks only.   )× (  
60. The Internet of Things consists of devices connected to the Internet 

via Wi-Fi that you can control.  
( ) 

61. Bluetooth technology A network that connects mobile devices Wireless 
over short range.  

( ) 

62. Examples of IoT are only Bluetooth speakers.   )× (  
63. Screen readers help the visually impaired write research papers and 

access...  Documents on your computer.  
( ) 

64. It is important to consider digital privacy before purchasing any 
product online.  

( ) 

65. Businesses and organizations use networks every day to share 
information 

( ) 

66. saving money  Networks are not useful for people of determination in
and time, and increasing...  confidence-Their level of self.  

 )× (  

67. You cannot control devices connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi .  )× (  

68. shopping is purchasing items over the Internet-E.  ( ) 
69. Networks Some of them are private through closed networks  Some of 

them are public through open networks . 
( ) 

70. Egyptian Knowledge Bank (Egyptian Knowledge Bank)  It contains a 
lot of interesting and enjoyable information.  

( ) 

71. commerce has made everyone's lives difficult because it is unsafe-E.   )× (  

72. Household appliances are not considered part of the networks.   )× (  
73. Computer networks give people People of determination have more 

independence, whether at home or in public places . 
( ) 

74. from your When you do online shopping, you must obtain permission 
parents.  

( ) 

75. Networks for the visually impaired have provided screen readers to 
help them read In Braille 

( ) 

76. The Egyptian Knowledge Bank contains interesting and enjoyable 
information.  

( ) 
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77. Checking the WIFI connection is one of the possible solutions to the 
slow operation of the search engine .  

( ) 

78. You cannot solve any problem that may appear to us while using the 
computer 

 ) ×(  

79. your computer is slowin case Make sure the router is connected  .   ) ×(  
80. Restart your computer and router; Check  is slowthe download If 

internet speed .  
( ) 

81. New B Ethernet cableR Restart your router; C  Ethernet in case the 
Internet connection is interrupted.  

( ) 

82. defining the problemThe first step to solving a problem is .  ( ) 
83. If you do not find a solution to the problem, you should seek help from 

your teacher or a member of your family .  
( ) 

84. in discovering does not help Following specific steps when working 
and fixing problems .  

 ) ×(  

85. used, its software, or poor the device may occur due to Problems 
Or its interruption Internet connection .  

( ) 

86. the next time you from one problem may help you What you learned 
another problemtry to solve .  

( ) 

87. your computer slows down when you if Check for software updates 
open an application .  

( ) 

88. the search engine is running slowlyIf  app updatesCheck for  .  ( ) 

89. if your Internet connection is interruptedCheck for software updates .   ) ×(  
90. the second step in of different ways to solve the problem is Thinking 

solving the problem.  
( ) 

91. To find different ways to solve the last steps to solve the  Planning
problem.  

 ) ×(  

92. If an idea you come up with doesn't solve a particular problem, it 
to a solution might contribute  Another problem .  

( ) 

93. Wi-Fi if your computer is slowconnection problems  .   ) ×(  

94. It is not necessary to give each file a unique title.   ) ×(  
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95. It is best to place documents, photos, and videos in the correct folder 
for each type.  

( ) 

96. Flash memory is used to store and transfer files.  ( ) 

97. The main folder contains only one subfolder.   ) ×(  
98. The QR Code is a code to output information on systems by directing 

the device's camera at the code .  
( ) 

99. into files, save them, and store The scanner is used to convert images 
them on the computer for later reference.  

( ) 

100. One of the sources for obtaining information is to search online only.   ) ×(  
101. Pictures and drawings are entered into the computer through a 

on a memory stick scanner, saved as files, and stored.  
 ) ×(  

102. To create a folder, click the right mouse button over the place where 
you want to create the folder and choose the paste command . 

 ) ×(  

103. It is not possible to add a subfolder within the main folder.   ) ×(  

104. to store and transfer data and informationFlash memory is used .  ( ) 
105. Libraries are one of the sources of obtaining information, as they 

contain many books and articles in various fields.  
( ) 

106. Hatem uses a folder called Picture to put audio clips of his lessons.   ) ×(  

107. file is a collection of files and subfoldersA .   ) ×(  
108. manageFolders are created to  TFile  T toolsUsing  Information 

Ttechnology  And communications .  
( ) 

109. face meeting between two people to -to-Live interviews are a face
informationexchange experiences and .  

( ) 

110. The folder or file name cannot be changed.   ) ×(  
111. To create a new folder, choose the Open command .  ) ×(  
112. Choose NEW from FILE to create a new folder  ) ×(  
113. File management on your computer is limited to video clips only .   ) ×(  
114. should be organized in the computer for easy retrievalData  ( ) 
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following the from answer correct the Choose (b :- 
1.  ........................program used to design presentations.  

Power Point Excel Word 
2. Dr .. Fraid  Hibbert is ……………………………. 

Archaeologist 
Explorer 

Archaeologist and 
explorer 

3.  ........................program used to prepare graphs.  
Power Point  Excel Word 

4. One of the applications used by Dr. Fraid  for holding virtual meetings 
........................ 

What's App Facebook google 
5.  ........................program used to write reports.  

Power Point Excel Word 
6. Fraid  is explorer in ………………………….. 

The United Nations 
National Geographic 

Organization 
UNICEF 

7. Fraid  Virtual meetings Hibbert thinks it's important to follow up ………………… 
document it wipe it neglect it 

8. ………………………..is to provide knowledge and training to someone in a subject 
in which you have great experience.  

Discussion Indoctrination Education and training 
9. Fraid  Hibbert generally prefers to communicate with people   Through

 ........................face to face  
Education and  -A) 

training Video conferencing 
 Direct interviews 

10. Hibbert used to hold meetings Virtually using ........................ such as 
Zoom and WhatsApp .  

Interviews platforms Channels 
11. communicate moreemails to ………………… 

formal traditional  unofficial 
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12. Fraid  Hibbert as a scientist  Archeology, it studies the past 
through……………………. 

 Registration  
Photography 

Exploration and 
observation 

13. ………………It has become an essential part of our daily lives 
commerce-E  Share information  programming 

14. ..................................Used to transfer, share and store information.  
 Flash memory   HDMI Ethernet port 

15. A wire that transmits sound and images to and from devices…………….. 
Router Ethernet port HDMI 

16. ………….. is the smallest unit of measurement for storing data.  
GB Bit  KB 

17. ………………..is a unit of measurement used to measure network speed or 
connection to the Internet 

Megabits per second GB KB  
18. ……………… like a hard disk drive, but...  Works faster .  

memoryFlash  HDMI External hard drive 
19. Poor network connection during a conference Video ………………. 

Transfer large files try Ethernet network Close some programs 
20. …………………A device that connects a device The computer is connected 

to the Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi 
Router External hard drive Flash memory 

21. whenever The number of cycles increased, the speed of 
…………………. data and information  increased .  

Writing delete process 
22. ………………………A unit for measuring the number of cycles executed by 

unit per secondthe central processing .  
kilobytes  terabyte gigahertz 

23. Kilobyte .................... =  
1024 bytes 1024 Kilobyte  1024 Mega byte 
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24. ١ byte ......................... =  
1 byte  1024 KB 8 bit 

25. , solutionHome Internet does not work ...  
Close some programs EthernetUse  Move old files to External drive 

26. Deleting some unwanted applications leads to...  

The device is slow 
Device performance 

speed 
Software update 

27. Files are stored using ..................  
 Microphone  the screen Flash memory 

28. computer problemsOne of the common ...  
There is no internet 

connection Scanner 
the printer 

29. Backups of files are created on...  
Flash External hard disk both of them 

30. To solve the problem of your computer being slow...............  

 Update applications  
and  Shut down the device

restart it 
Check your Wi-Fi 

connection 
31. It is a network used to share information and is less secure..............  

The Internet  Mail Intranet 
32. The Internet is a computer network...  

closed open  Limited space 
33.  ........................ect private network limited to the people you connIt is a 

within a specific work, school, or institution.  
The Internet Closed network Intranet 

34. ......................Like a router to connect your computer to the Internet .  
Networks HDMI Gateway 

35.  .......................is a network available to specific individuals .  
The Internet world Wide Web Closed network 

36. Kilobyte .................... =  
 1024 bytes 1024 Kilobyte 1024 Mega byte 
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37. The World Wide Web emerged in ........................  
eightiesThe  The nineties Late eighties 

38. It was impossible to use Phone while using the Internet and the 
connection was slow but...  Fixed in ........................  

The eighties The nineties Late eighties 
39. up in-Internet access was via dial ..............................  

The eighties The nineties Late eighties 
40. It became accessible to the network Internet from your smartphone is 

possible .........................  
In the eighties Now In the nineties 

41. ...................connectionspeed -It is a high  The same home telephone 
wires are used for communication With the Internet 

WWW DSL HDMI 
42. ................................Technique  sA network that connects mobile device  

Wireless over short range.  
 The Internet  Bluetooth laptop 

43. provided the visually impaired with ...................helping The networks 
them read In Braille 

 Screen readers  Bluetooth speakers  Computers  
44.  ..............................is buying things online .  

Braille  Internet of Things   Online shopping  
45. It helps …………………… people of determination because  It contains a lot 

of interesting and enjoyable information .  
Egyptian Knowledge 

Bank Word program 
Bluetooth 

46. .............................iaIt consists of devices connected to the Internet v Wi-
Fi that you can control.  

Screen readers Braille Internet of Things 
47. When you shop online, you must obtain permission from...  

Parents Your friends Strangers 
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53. If your internet engine is running slowly, check...  
Connect the printer  Connect to WI FI Connect the monitor 

54. One of the solutions to the slow download problem...  
Download programs   Restart your computer   Software update  

55. The second step in problem solving...  

Define the problem  
Study solutions  

Thinking about solution 
methods  

56. Steps to solve the problem...  
Define the problem  Search by mail Copy the problem  

57. The first step to solving the problem is...  

Define the problem  
Thinking about solution 

methods 
Study solutions  

58. possible solutions to the slow Verifying ................... is one of the 
operation of the search engine.  

 Connect to Wifi  Bluetooth  Printer  

48. Granted........................computer persons People of determination have 
public placesmore independence, whether at home or in  

Screens Networks Headphones 
49. The network provides screen readers for the visually impaired  "

"Screen Readers For ...............................  
Acoustic feedback Distinctive lighting Digital privacy 

50. ion remember.................................. when giving your informatYou should 
for security and protection.  
Information Data Digital privacy 

51. Household items can be part of a network as well, this is called...  
....................... 

A) Egyptian Knowledge 
Bank Internet of Things 

Bluetooth technology 

52.  .........................A large collection of web pages that you link to  each 
other using hyperlinks.  

Website Bluetooth Screen readers 
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59. Dr. uses Fraid  Hibbert ......................to prepare presentations about his 
discoveries.  

Screen readers   Offers Presentation  Headphones  
60. software updates in caseCheck for  ........................  

Interruption of Internet 
connection  

Obtaining distinctive 
lighting  

Slowness of the device  

61. To solve the problem of slow downloading...  

Restart the computer  
Check your internet 

speed  
All of the above  

62. the event of a disconnection from the Internet, contact customer In 
service, which gives you ..................  

Ethernet wire Internet service provider  Bluetooth technology  
63. Following specific steps when working helps to discover 

problems.................  
And destroying it  And repair it  and its loss  

64. No Internet connection. Make sure you are connected . 
Router  Bluetooth  Scanner  

65.  ...................is used to organize files  
File Folders  Document 

66. You can organize the files on your device using...  
Folders Copying  Pasting 

67. Files are stored using ..................  
Microphone Flash memory  c) Screen 

68. To create a new folder, use the ................ command.  
Copy b (Repeat  New New 

69.  .............is used to insert images and files onto the device  
 Keyboard Scanner  Printer 

70.  ...............is used to enter images into the device for later use.  
Microphone Scanner   Printer 

71. Choose .......... from the shortcut menu to create a new file.  
 Copy Paste New 
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72. and file You must put ...................for each folder  
Title No  Sequence 

73.  ..........................text -video  -image  -A set of data (audio  
Folder  File  Printer 

74.  ........................A group of files and subfolders  
Folder  File  Printer 

75.  ..............................e bwhich a lot of information can A device through 
displayed 

Libraries Television  Scanner 
76.  ..........................sIt contains many books and articles in various field.  

Libraries  Television  Scanner 
77. stickIt is used to take pictures and video and store them on a memory .  

Flash memory Digital camera  Scanner 
78. face meeting between two people to exchange -to-It is a face

experiences and information.  
Libraries  Direct interviews  Video conferencing 

79. It is a code to output information on systems by directing the device's 
camera at the code.  

 HDMI  WWW QR Code 
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